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The Chalice Letter
The Greatest Economist for the Greater
Good that Ever Lived
A dark canopy of storm clouds during the night obscures a
brighter truth for the unseen of a full moon and starry skies. We
know it is temporary, and just because we cannot see beyond the
canopy of distant thunder coming closer, we do not deny the
truth that lies beyond.
We have learned throughout our
active careers to believe in the
fundamental good that lies within
all people. We have mobilized
resources with that belief in the
common good that draws forth
multiple acts of kindness toward
others.
Sometimes we have witnessed the
fundamental good of others
arrested by the sinister greed if not
evil intent of a few. Temporary
seems like forever. There is hope
that lies beyond. We know the
power and influence of brighter truths that all people seek and
hunger for despite current headlines.
During a visit to a nearby village, I noticed a handwritten note
of gratitude posted at the entrance of a business. A teacher of a
fifth grade class on world issues signed it. The children were
successful in raising over $470 for a “fishes and loaves” project in
response to hunger relief at home and abroad. The heartfelt note
of gratitude reminded me that our past, even centuries before our
time, is our present.
During the time of the ministry of Jesus in Galilee, the region
was ruled by avarice of those who caste a plague of fear
throughout the land. False overtures of righteousness prevailed
within the Great Sanhedrin. Anyone who defied the religious
laws was put to death. Though not “true believers”, Roman
authority found it more convenient to their agenda to be
complicit.
News reached Jesus that John the Baptist was beheaded on
orders from Herod Antipas. Jesus told his disciples he needed
time away to grieve.
As Jesus took his retreat, the multitudes who came from afar to
hear his teachings, followed. The disciples approached Jesus
with concern there were so many followers and asked how they
should feed them. They said to Jesus all that they had were three

loaves of bread and two fishes given by a small boy. Beyond his
grief, Jesus so loved his followers and taught the disciples a great
lesson. A small boy lead by example. Perhaps the disciples were
hesitant to ask for more.
In those days, we know from insight derived from current
technology of archaeology, people of that era prepared for long
journeys. They carried dehydrated foods along with bread. They
also knew of the dangers along the way including thieves and
beasts of prey. It was human nature to protect what they had out
of fear of uncertainty.
The miracle of fishes and loaves is an enduring lesson that Jesus
taught the disciples and for all times. There are more people
willing to give than there are those willing to ask. Fewer yet may
give unless they are asked. The disciples followed the direction of
Jesus to multiply the generosity of a small boy and inspire
goodness that was already there. There was abundance of food
among the multitudes through inspired acts of kindness and
generosity rarely experienced.
As the example of a classroom of children learning about world
issues taking civic initiative to feed the hungry, like the boy at
Galilee, acts of kindness and generosity multiply everyday far
beneath the canopy of uncertainty and fear. Love trumps greed
and corrupt power. Indeed, the greatest economist for the
greater good that ever lived continues to live in our hearts and
souls … His name is Jesus of Nazareth.

Norris Lineweaver
WFYRChair
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THOUGHTS FROM
THE EDITORS
Len recently received an e-mail referring to an article entitled:
Friends are Forever. It describes advice given to the author as a
young man. He was advised by his father “To never stop being in
contact with your friends over the course of your life. Parents
pass on, children grow older and more independent, jobs come
and go, and suddenly after sixty years you begin to realize the
importance of friends.” Your editors recently acquired a beautiful
wood carving of a star composed of several slices from various
trees. The accompanying message was “Friends are like the stars.
Although you cannot always see them, you know they are there.”
Summer at the shore, friends and family gathering to share
memories, laughter
and good times. A
highlight for your
editors comes with
the arrival of retired
Y Alumni from the
Philadelphia area for
a pitch in luncheon
featuring seafood and
grilled specialties. This year a new award was
given honoring a “Chapter Champion,” for
long term service and dedication. There were
few dry eyes as the couple, Maurice and Pat
Hight, made their appreciation remarks.
Perhaps other retired Y groups should consider
a similar recognition opportunity.
[Sadly, Maurice passed away while this edition was being
published.]
This edition contains background and accounts of significant
events of WYFR groups.
Jerry Prado Shaw provides an inspiring account of a
gathering of Latin American and Caribbean retirees held in
Miami, Florida.
Mary Carol Fish describes recent events leading up to a name
change for AYR and an entirely new marketing approach to
gaining new members. Learn more about YMCA Alumni
Connect – Travel – Serve by visiting ymcaalumni.org
Our WFYR in the UK and Canada continue to produce high
quality newsletters describing activities in their countries.
Readers are urged to view canafyr.org and yretired.co.uk for
articles and updates.

Len and Joyce Wilson
Please send photos or articles to Len Wilson:
1101 Washington Avenue, #307
Philadelphia, PA 19147, or
len.wilson@comcast.net
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EUROPE RETIREES
Learning from Old Abraham in Old Age
Over one hundred people traveled to “Swabian Tuscany“ to
experience an intensive week with a diversified program under
the topic: God’s Guidance in Old Age.
“Old age has become trendy,“ said
Albrecht Kaul at the welcome evening.
Advertisements, movies, radio and
television are more and more taking the
elderly generation into their perspective.
Kaul hoped to have “a filled, and hopefully
fulfilled, time,” with Bible studies at the
heart of the encounter week.
Using the example of Abraham, Dr. Rolf
Albrecht Kaul
Hille, who held four Bible studies, spoke
welcomes week
about God’s guidance in the lives of elderly encounter “oldsters.”
people. Abraham was called into service for
God at the old age of 75, said the seventy-year-old theologian
from Heilbronn. This is how God stopped the history of mischief
and started the history of salvation. God leads step by step, said
Rolf Hille, and leads us to the finish line even though we make
detours. After the Bible studies, we shared personal experiences
and insights into God’s guidance in our lives. One morning
Albrecht Hauser from Korntal, former member of the
protestant church’s leadership, spoke about the situation of
Christians in mainly Muslim countries. Did the protestant church
remain faithful to the inheritance of 500 years of Martin Luther’s
reformation attempt? Church leader Harald Stumpf from
Heilbronn raised this question.
For Harald Stumpf,
Luther’s so-called “priesthood
of all believers“ is a main
characteristic of the protestant
church. He praised the
engagement of so many
volunteers, but deplored
decreasing basic biblical
knowledge. He felt Christians European “Encounter” Travelers
had to become “speech-enabled” again to be able to tell others
about their faith.
What’s new in CVJM (YMCA)? This is interesting for “oldaged” YMCA folks as well: We come from a village nearby
Löwenstein to a big city YMCA, to the forest house of YMCA
Karlsruhe, Waldheim. With its four employed and its 150
volunteer staff members it can offer a huge scale of programs, as
well in the YMCA house in the city as in the forest house, where
an outdoor educational high ropes course was installed. During
holidays there are games taking place and pupils are learning

social skills. There are also sport missionary activities, a student’s
café, Ten Sing and even a Bible circle for seniors. Eberhard
Walther says, the services, which are held every second Sunday
in Waldheim are the spiritual center of YMCA Karlsruhe.
Next stop was the regional YMCA of Baden (CVJMLandesverband Baden) consisting of 70 local YMCA and 70
employees. Matthias Kerschbaum, leading YMCA secretary,
told us that the regional YMCA of Baden was shaped as a
missionary. There is a great social work in schools and active
refugee work, for which a special YMCA secretary was
employed. Headquarter of YMCA Baden is Castle
Unteröwisheim, where there is a Christian-living community as
well, the so-called “CVJM-Lebenshaus.”
At the end of our encounter week even the “high society“ had
its slot: Karl-Heinz Stengel, president of YMCA Germany,
came to Löwenstein and talked about the huge challenges YMCA
Germany is facing. The YMCA university of Kassel needs new
space, he said, and this is expensive. For this reason friends are
requested who’d like to donate one thousand Euros a year.
Two field trips led us to the World Heritage monastery in
Maulbronn and to the old imperial city of Schwäbisach Hall.
Maulbronn is said to be the most preserved Middle-Age cloister
of Europe. It was build in the year 1147 as Cistercian Abbey. We
also enjoyed a wine tasting in Löwenstein, surrounded by
vineyards. A local winegrower presented us different kinds of
regional wine and explained them to us. This delicious night was
flavored with anecdotes on Martin Luther from the Book “Here I
Stand; I Can Do No Other,” by Andreas Malessa. The
encounter week ended with a service in the chapel of the
Protestant conference facility of
Löwenstein. We looked back
on an intensive week and
praised God with a song: “The
days are reverberating. You
gave them to us. And filled
them wonderfully with joy and
life. You are creating encounter
and opening our heart and
Singing with brass music
door. We experienced it and
say thank you.”
By Udo Wascheltiz (translated by Pascal Ros)
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Gathering of Latin American and Caribbean YMCA Retirees held in Miami
Back on April 27, 2017 at the South Dade Family YMCA in
Miami, Florida, a fraternal gathering of the network of Latin
American and Caribbean YMCA Retirees currently living in
North America (Mexico, Canada and USA) took place.
The gathering was well attended and very successful,
graciously facilitated under the capable, assertive and cheerful
leadership of Oscar Escalada Hernandez. Nineteen delegates
representing ten countries from the Americas were present out of
the 24 existing registered members of the net!
This is a good occasion to extend our gratitude to the YMCA
Retirement Fund for the gift of YMCA pens and small goodies, to
Ecolab for the bags with canteen water bottles and small presents
for the delegates, to the International Group, YMCA of the USA,
for the printing of the program, and to Michael McAllister Lyon
and Eileen Murray for their generous gesture to host and provide
the lunch for all participants
A few highlights of the meeting were: the opening devotional
by Reverend Hector Mendez from Cuba, and the inspiring
welcome by Ms. Caridad C. Errazquin from the South Florida
YMCA board of directors.
The greetings and the affection shown by delegates to one
another, clearly illustrated the reality of a YMCA family
stretching across national boundaries and which has a clear
Christian focus but is open to people of all faiths and of none.
Two other highlights were the swearing-in ceremony of
network officers — Oscar Escalada Hernandez (Coordinator),
Gladys de Rojas (Sub-Coordinator) and Josias Arteaga,
representative to the Executive Committee of the Latin American
& Caribbean Fellowship of YMCA Retirees — and the historic
induction of Dr. Prescott Johnson as Honorary Emeritus
member of the network.
Also of great relevance was the recognition made to the
Reverend Hector Mendez and his wife, doña Oneida
Padilla de Mendez, for their servant leadership and
extraordinary work with the YMCA in Cuba. Special
congratulations and fraternal greetings were received from
several Latin American and Caribbean YMCA retirees, as well
from Antonio Merino Arango, Secretary General of the Latin
American and Caribbean Alliance of YMCAs, from Reverend
Johan Vilhem Eltvik, Secretary General of the World Alliance
of YMCA, and from our fearless leader WFYR Chair Norris
Lineweaver.
A photo presentation of the Latin America & Caribbean
network’s previous gathering — “Agape 2016”, held in
Montevideo, Uruguay — was made by Michael McAllister Lyon
and Eileen Murray; followed by a special and emotive moment
dedicated to our fellow retirees Zolair Trindade de Oliveira

(Porto Alegre, Brazil) and Emilio Ferreira (Asuncion,
Paraguay) who have left us recently.
Promotion of the WFYR Sixth World Conference in
conjunction with the 19th World Council 2018 meeting in
Chiang Mai, Thailand was discussed, as well the need for its
financial support. Quality time was dedicated to a brainstorm
session regarding the purpose, role, structure and function of the
network, outcomes and evaluation will follow shortly.
The gathering came to an end after the cultural visit to the
Museum and Gardens of Vizcaya followed by a fellowship dinner
in the emblematic Cuban restaurant Versailles, in Miami. The
following days were dedicated to host in fellowship those staying
for additional personal time.
Perhaps the whole gathering is best summed up in the words
of don Hernan Romero Matute, our eldest retiree, who
speaks from years of international experience and who has
attended many YMCA International gatherings during his 70
consecutive years of service to the movement. Hernan said: “this
historic gathering was one of the best ever, a milestone to further
advance our commitment to the YMCA mission”.
“Best ever” as a description of the whole effort is no
exaggeration and it is difficult to adequately put into words the
efficiency, professionalism and family spirit of this meeting;
complemented by the warmth, fun and work of WFYR from
beginning to end. “

Photo from left to right standing are: Jerry Prado Shaw; Martha
Prado; Gladys Rojas; Heli Rojas; Mary Rivera de Croto; Eileen
Murray; Manuel Sayan; Ricardo Marttini; Omaira de Romero; Edgar
Machado; Hernan Romero; Prescott Johnson; Oneida Padilla de
Mendez; Hector Mendez; Clara Mesa de Arteaga and Josias
Arteaga. At front: Rafael Michel and Oscar Escalada. Taking the
picture Michael McAllister Lyon.
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Gathering of Latin American and Caribbean YMCA Retirees

Left: Special recognition and
applause for Hector and Dona
Mendez.

“How wonderful it is, how pleasant, when
brothers live together in harmony.” (Psalm 133)

CHIANG MAI…2018
World Fellowship of YMCA Retirees Sixth World Conference July 8-14, 2018
The WFYR Sixth World Conference will be held in conjunction with
the 19th World Council Meeting at the Empress Convention Centre, in
Chiang Mai, Thailand, from July 8 through July 14, 2018.
This conference will be historic and will enable us to gather in
fellowship within the context of the global movement by providing ample
opportunities to connect, to share, celebrate, learn, and to build strong
and lasting relationships with each other and its current and future
leadership.
It will be a week of joyful experiences, gathering with old friends
and making new ones, learning from others and sharing our experience.
We shall be showing the movement that retirees are still active and care
deeply about the YMCA and its mission.

WFYR PARTICIPANTS
We anticipate that the World Council attendance will be around 1200.
For the WFYR Sixth World Conference, we have secured from the World
Alliance 60 spots for retirees. We expect to have a well-balanced
geographical representation, which is why we encourage you to preregister as soon as possible. Please, send us an email expressing your
intention to participate in this great and unique conference. Eligible to
participate are any YMCA retiree and their spouses from around the
world.
Norris Lineweaver
Jerry Prado Shaw
lineweavernd@gmail.com
jerrypradoshaw@hotmail.com
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CanaFYR by Franco Savoia, President

exceptional leaders locally and
nationally.

Stardom beckons for Jerry
Jarrett, an active member of
We have grown to 111 paid members. The 11-member
Chapter 1 . While having coffee
Executive has been meeting every month via conference call. The
with his daughter, he was
agenda for each meeting built around our two-year workplan that
unexpectantly asked to appear in a Jerry Jerrett, center ,with his
is updated each month as our work continues to evolve.
two co-stars, and his
recent movie, and stole the scene
Some elements of the work plan:
producer/director, right.
 The formation of two annual awards that will be presented to
Y’s Retired of the UK
YMCA retirees to continue to contribute to their local
YMCA and to YMCAs that contribute to the work of
Jim Lamb, President of Y’s Retired of the UK, notes that the
CanaFYR. A four member Awards Committee has been
historic clipper ship “Cutty Sark” took 72 days to carry messages
formed that will coordinate the awards program.
from London to Australia. He compares that journey to the
 The initiation of a strategic plan. The revised mission and
seconds now required by e-mail. He expands on the fact that we
vision statements that is being broadly shared with the
all now live in an “instant society” impacting relationships,
CanaFYR membership for their input and suggestions. The understanding of life, long held religious beliefs, science and faith,
draft statements are as follows:
the use of money and more. He also notes that the internet and
Mission: To enhance the quality of life of Canadian Fellowship of
new forms of communication are rampant with fraud and scams.
YMCA Retires and to assist YMCA alumnae, in need, - worldwide. He urges vigilance to all
Vision: All YMCA alumnae, worldwide, will live with dignity
us “oldies” who are
fulﬁlling their goals and dreams.
wrapped in the new
 The development of a communications committee and plan. forms of
communication .
The plan includes monthly e-clips after each Executive
Committee meeting summarizing its discussion. There is
Y’s Retired colleagues
quarterly newsletter to all of the members. We have formed continue to enjoy their
spring luncheons at the
a Facebook group and all are being encouraged to post. We
Manor in St. Ives
have begun to phone our older members who are not on the
internet. It is a journey.
Bangladesh FYR
We are striving to find ways in which we can more broadly
The executive committee of the Bangladesh Fellowship of YMCA
engage all of our members. We were formally represented at
Retirees had an enjoyable social meeting in June. We enjoyed
YMCA Canada’s national conference to enhance our relationships sharing stories of our work with the YMCA. At the meeting we
with the local YMCAs and YMCA Canada.
planned the Pre-Christmas General Meeting for YMCA retiree
We understand that there is no single solution but by
families and friends to be held on December 7-8. We also decided
continually experimenting we can find more effective ways.
on a fundraising program to address special needs of persons with

A Journey of Renewal

Editors’
Note:
Congratulations
are in order for
Franco Savoia’s
induction to the
YMCA of
Canada’s
“Fellowship of
Honor”. The high
recognition is
given to

eye diseases who live in rural areas. We hope to collect funds for
this initiative from YMCA friends.
Bangladesh FYR was proud to receive an invitation from Norris
Lineweaver to attend the World Fellowship 6th World
Conference and it hopes to send 4-5 members to the event.

L-R: Wayne Perkins, Patricia Pelton and Franco
Savoia display their Fellowship of Honour
medals.

L-R: Thomas Tapan
Karmaker, director, Sudip
Arinda, chairperson,
Ananta Bairagee, program
director, John Bose, vicechair, Satya Ranjan
Halder, secretary, Protiva
Sinha, director, Jui Palma,
treasurer, and Shirley
Gomes
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Movement as well as the contribution of the YMCA to the current
generation world-wide were recalled.
The residents of the hostel provided a very fitting cultural
Mary Carol Fish, President, invites WFYR members to visit the programme. Their colourful costumes added to the enjoyment of
ymcaalumi.org website and enjoy reading the inaugural edition of
all . The proceedings concluded
the redesigned newsletter…. Now called “Connections.” She
with delicious Indian dinner at
notes that times change faster than most of us realize. “We needed
the Mahatma Gandhi Hall.
to take a careful look at trends, research and suggestions to make
L Students, YMCA Secretaries active/retired-their spouses and
our association viable for years to come.”
trustees of the hostel-past and
The new name YMCA Alumni, reflects the fact that our
present.
members have graduated from their YMCA careers into a new
phase of their lives. The theme of Connect…Travel… Serve,
represents the three most important desires our current and
Sad News: Mr.Egbert Samraj, former National General
potential members told us they wanted in our programming. The
Secretary,
The National Council of YMCA and active in India
Facebook page has a new look and adventures beckon with the
Fellowship
of
YMCA Retirees, passed away on in January 2017.
newly developing YMCA Alumni Travel Club.
He was 76 years old.
(Editor’s note) Mary Carol admits to having an affair with a
newfound passion of your editors, Joyce and Len, are playing
pickleball on a regular basis.
Secours Speciaux by Bonnie Mairs, Chair
“48 Hours in May” – A
New Direction.
Representatives from every
In 2016, the Secours Speciaux committee reviewed requests for
chapter in the US met in St. emergency fund assistance from 5 retired YMCA directors, 3 in
Louis last May for two full India, l from Nigeria, and l from Zambia. One was for a medical
days to discuss ways to implement the organization’s new
emergency, one was for end of life support and three were for
marketing plan. [See picture
unsecured retirement. All were funded.
above of leadership team.]
Three national movements sent donations in 2016: Canada (the
Northeast YMCA Alumni
top donor), Germany and the USA.
I am serving as chair of the committee that is responsible for
members and friends recently
promoting
the fund, raising funds and reviewing requests for
completed their seventh trip to
emergency assistance. I would like to ask your help. I think we are
the humble village of Don
doing a good job in reviewing requests. However, we believe we
Gregoria in the Dominican
could be helping more retirees and staff facing emergencies if more
Republic. Students from the
people knew about the possibility of assistance. Most of the recent
Springfield College YMCA Club helped build one new home and requests have come from heads of local YMCAs or National
General Secretaries. Surely they are not the only ones who have
construct the village’s first toilet/shower facility.
faced medical or political emergencies, national disaster or have
issues related to unsecured or no retirement benefits. We need to
IFYR by Rupert George, Convener
get the word out more broadly and we need your ideas. Our
rd
The 173 Founder’s Day was observed on June 14,2017 at the
questions to you are:
YMCA Indian Student Hostel London In great style. In addition to
1. What are the best ways to promote the fund in your
the students who reside at the hostel, several distinguished guests country?
including Ch.R.P.Manikumar, National General Secretary of
2. What suggestions do you have for reaching more donors?
the Indian Movement were present. Babu Markus Gomes,
Please write me or send me an email with your thoughts and
President of Asia and Pacific Alliance of YMCAs was the Chief
suggestions. I will share them with the committee.
Guest. A few members of the IFYR UK Chapter along with their
Many thanks to all who have supported the fund. Best wishes
spouses were present. The function was presided over by Lebi
to you.
Philip Mathew, President, National Council of YMCAs of India.
Bonnie Mairs, Secours Speciaux Committee Chair
The significant role of Sir George William in the formation of our
Email: bonnie1673@earthlink.net

YMCA Alumni (USA) by Mary Carol Fish
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